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I. INTRODUCTION

Educational vouchers, where money for education in the form of
a voucher or credit is given directly to parents, are easily analogized to
the GI Bill' by lawyers and academics, which presented millions of
returning military personnel with opportunities for educational and
societal advancement at colleges and universities nationwide. The
Montgomery GI Bill provides an incentive to young people who join
up and serve a tour of duty with the Armed Forces. It is the para-
mount tuition aid program provided by the United States Govern-
ment for those leaving the Armed Forces.2 For those who serve a
four-year tour of duty, the program benefits can amount to almost
$20,000 per year. United States citizens who receive these benefits
may utilize them for academic advancement in any secular or sectar-
ian institution. The program is unquestionably constitutional as it
funds the education of individual persons.'

While the Federal Government has a long established tradition of
funding the education of individual persons and not institutions, the
states by and large have funded school districts and not the education
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1 Montgomery GI Bill Act of 1984, 38 U.S.C. §§ 3001-02, 3011-16, 3021-23, 3031-36 (1991);
10 U.S.C. §§ 708, 2006, 2138, 16126-37 (1991).

2 38 U.S.C. § 3002 (the Montgomery GI Bill is offered by each branch of the Armed Serv-
ices, including their reserve components and the National Guard).

3 Americans United for Separation of Church and State v. Blanton, 433 F. Supp. 97 (M.D.
Tenn. 1977), affd, 4 U.S. 803 (1977).
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of individual children. Activists and scholars on both sides of the issue
hoped that the October 1999 Supreme Court term would bring a
definitive ruling on whether the Establishment Clause4 permits tax
funded voucher payments to parents choosing sectarian institutions.
These hopes were shattered by the court's denial of certiorari in Bag-
ley v. Raymond Sch. Dep't 5 and Strout v. Albanese.6 Bagley and Strout
are parallel cases from Maine that challenged the prohibition on par-
ents choosing sectarian institutions from a voucher program for stu-
dents in rural areas. Both Bagley and Strout had identical outcomes:
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit and Maine's Supreme
Judicial Court held unequivocally that the Establishment Clause for-
bids state voucher payments to religious schools.7

II. BACKGROUND

The Supreme Court has declined to decide whether the Establish-
ment Clause permits the neutral inclusion of religious schools in tax-
supported educational entitlement programs. The Supreme Court's
denial of certiorari in so many cases regarding a pressing constitu-
tional issue raises a number of questions: Are the Justices so divided
that they fear inability to reach a majority decision? Do some Justices
remain genuinely undecided about the issue? None of the cases
denied certiorari appear to have procedural problems and each
presented the Establishment Clause issue squarely. Bagley and Strout
upheld the exclusion of parents choosing sectarian schools, while Jack-
son v. Benson' upheld their inclusion. The Court's refusal to hear
these cases indicates its willingness to allow states to include religious
schools voluntarily, but reluctant to compel their inclusion. The Court
has now declined to hear cases from Wisconsin, Arizona, Maine, and
Vermont.

The voucher issue was first addressed in 1998 when the Court
denied certiorari from the Wisconsin Supreme Court in Jackson v.
Benson. In Jackson, the Wisconsin court held that the Establishment
Clause did not prohibit the participation of religious schools in Mil-

4 U.S. CONST. amend. I ("Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion.").

5 Bagley v. Raymond School Dep't, 728 A.2d 127 (Me. 1999), cert. denied, 120 S. Ct. 364
(1999).

6 Strout v. Albanese, 178 F.3d 57 (1st Cir. 1999), cert. denied, 120 S. Ct. 320 (1999).
7 See generally Strout, 178 F.3d 57; Bagley, 728 A.2d 127.
8 Jackson v. Benson, 578 N.W.2d 602 (Wis. 1998) cert. denied, 119 S. Ct. 466 (1998).
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waukee's Parental Choice Program. Thus, children in Wisconsin
attend private and religious schools selected by their parents, with the
state paying tuition reimbursement.9

The Supreme Court has also recently declined to hear the appeal
in Kotterman v. Killian,1" in which the Supreme Court of Arizona
upheld tax credits for private school tuition. Thus, Arizona taxpayers
can now donate money to student tuition organizations, which provide
scholarships to private religious schools for children other than their
own and receive a direct tax credit on their Arizona taxes." This
apparent reluctance to overturn state educational support programs,
which include private religious schools, is counter-balanced by the
Court's apparent reluctance to overturn state educational entitlement
programs, which exclude religious schools. Such is the case in Maine
and Vermont, where children can attend any private school at public
expense, except religious institutions.

The Court has also denied certiorari in Columbia Union College
v. Clarke.2 In Columbia Union, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit held that the Establishment Clause forbade state aid to
the college because of its "pervasively sectarian" nature.13 Denial of
certiorari simply means that the Court, for the moment, has decided
not to decide.

The Supreme Court of Ohio held in Simmons-Harris v. Goff '4
that there is no First Amendment obstacle to the participation of reli-
gious schools in an educational entitlement program like vouchers.
The Simmons-Harris court struck down Ohio's voucher program any-
way, because of a state constitutional provision that prohibits unre-
lated "riders" from being attached to legislation.15 However, the Ohio
Legislature immediately redacted the statute exactly, so the "usual
suspects" filed suit in Ohio federal court.16 The federal district judge
disagreed with the Ohio Supreme Court and held the program proba-

9 Id. at 608-09.
10 Kotterman v. Killian, 972 P.2d 606 (Ariz. 1999) cert. denied, 120 S. Ct. 203 (1999), cert.

denied sub. nom., Rhodes v. Killian, 120 S. Ct. 42 (1999).
11 Id. at 609-10.
12 Columbia Union College v. Clarke, 159 F.3d 151 (4th Cir. 1999), cert. denied, 119 S. Ct.

2357 (1998).
13 Id. at 158.
14 Simmons-Harris v. Goff, 711 N.E.2d 203 (Ohio 1999).
15 Id. at 216
16 See generally Goff, 711 N.E.2d 203.
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bly violates the First Amendment. 17 This clamor of conflicting rulings
has advocates on both sides of the issue hoping for certiorari, and res-
olution, in the near future. Florida has passed a statewide voucher
program for children in low performing schools and it is now in trial
court.

III. ANALYSIS

In our amicus brief urging the Supreme Court to grant certiorari
in Bagley, we argued that the Constitution requires, rather than for-
bids, the inclusion of religious schools in voucher programs open to
other non-governmental schools. We urged the Court to hold that the
First Amendment forbids, rather than requires, the exclusion of reli-
gious schools from voucher programs open to other accredited private
schools. First, the blanket exclusion of parents choosing faith based
schools is invidious discrimination on the basis of religion, and there-
fore unconstitutional unless narrowly tailored to serve a compelling
governmental interest. Second, no compelling government interest
exists because the Establishment Clause permits parents to select reli-
gious schools to participate in voucher programs on the same terms as
secular private schools. Third, voucher programs inherently create a
limited public forum for private educational speech, and that exclu-
sion of religious voices from such a forum is impermissible viewpoint
discrimination.

A. Exclusion Of Faith Based Schools From The Voucher Program
Is Invidious Discrimination On The Basis Of Religion
Any state's exclusion of religious schools from an educational

entitlement or "tuitioning" program is a denial of equal protection
based on religion, subject to strict scrutiny. Exclusion of faith based
schools is therefore invidious discrimination on the basis of religion.
The United States Constitution is silent as to education, and education
is not a fundamental right, which justifies strict scrutiny solely on its
own merits.1 8 Thus, the role of Congress is strictly limited to the con-
stitutional allocation of powers. Only an expansive interpretation of
the spending clauses allows Congress to authorize federal funding

17 Simmons-Harris v. Zelman, 54 F. Supp. 2d 725 (N.D. Ohio 1999).
18 San Antonio Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 30-31 (1973) (for purposes of

federal equal protection analysis, one should determine "whether there is a right to education
explicitly or implicitly guaranteed by the constitution").
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grants to the states and attach strings to the funding which allows fed-
eral control. While states are free to reject the money and the strings,
in reality, states seem largely incapable of refusing money.

The constitutions of all fifty states create an entitlement of
schooling at taxpayer expense. The Fourteenth Amendment requires
states to provide equal protection, and the Court's long-standing
incorporation of the First Amendment in the Fourteenth Amendment
makes its guarantees binding on the states as well. Therefore, the
states must deliver the educational entitlements created by their state
constitutions without violating the Constitution's guarantees of equal
protection, freedom of speech, and the free exercise of religion. A
Supreme Court ruling forbidding discrimination against parents
choosing faith based schools would be an appropriate judicial asser-
tion of these enumerated constitutional rights, not an exercise in pol-
icy making.

Many would equate allowing the participation of parents choos-
ing faith based schools in a state funded tuition payment program to
the establishment of religion, thereby confusing the right of free exer-
cise of religion with a broad prohibition on direct subsidy of religion.
As the Supreme Court has stated:

For at least a quarter-century, this Court has made clear that even
though a person has no 'right' to a valuable government benefit and
even though the government may deny him the benefit for any
number of reasons, there are some reasons upon which the govern-
ment may not rely. It may not deny a benefit to a person on a basis
that infringes his constitutionally protected interest. 19

An analogous question arose in Torcaso v. Watkins.2" Torcaso, an
atheist, challenged a Maryland statute that required a belief in God as
a qualification for public office. Maryland argued that the state was
not compelling Torcaso to pretend belief, since holding public office
was voluntary. The Court replied that "[t]he fact, however, that a per-
son is not compelled to hold public office cannot possibly be an excuse

19 Perry v. Sindermann, 408 U.S. 593 (1972) (the Court goes on to say that government
denial of a benefit to a person because of his constitutionally protected speech or associations
would, in effect, penalize or inhibit his exercise of those freedoms, resulting in an impermissible
interference with constitutional rights).

20 Torcaso v. Watkins, 367 U.S. 488 (1961).
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for barring him from office by state-imposed criteria forbidden by the
Constitution.

21

For example, the State of Maine may have no obligation to
include private schools in a tuition program at all, or even to create a
tuition payment program. Once Maine chose to include private
schools, the state has an obligation to refrain from discriminating
between private schools on the constitutionally impermissible basis of
religion. To do so establishes a religious test-or, rather, an irrelig-
ious test- for private schools to participate; such a state-imposed cri-
teria is forbidden by the Constitution.22

Some argue that Maine's refusal to allow parents to choose sec-
tarian schools is a neutral law of general applicability, and therefore,
need only meet the rational basis test under the rule of Employment
Div., Dept. of Human Servs. of Oregon v. Smith.2 3 However, a policy
is not neutral simply because it disfavors all religions equally. The
acknowledged purpose of the exclusions was to discriminate according
to religious classification. It is, on its face, neither neutral nor of gen-
eral applicability. "[T]he exclusion manifests patent hostility toward,
not neutrality respecting, religion."2 4 The Supreme Court has held
that "[j]ust as we subject to the most exacting scrutiny laws that make
classifications based on race, or on the content of speech, so too we
strictly scrutinize governmental classifications based on religion. 25

Therefore, a law that facially discriminates on a religious basis is
unconstitutional unless it is narrowly tailored to serve a compelling
governmental interest.26 A Maine court has held that the need to
avoid violation of the Establishment Clause is such a compelling gov-
ernment interest.27 However, as we demonstrate below, inclusion of
religious schools on a neutral basis will not violate the Establishment
Clause.

21 Id. at 495-96.
22 Id. at 491.
23 Employment Div., Dep't of Human Servs. of Oregon v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 886 (1990)

("Generally applicable, religion-neutral laws that have the effect of burdening a particular reli-
gious practice need not be justified by a compelling governmental interest.").

24 McDaniel v. Paty, 435 U.S. 618, 636 (1978) (holding that states cannot bar clergy from
public office).

25 Smith, 494 U.S. at 886, n.3 (internal cites omitted) ([The] First Amendment does not
exempt believers from "neutral law[s] of general applicability.").

26 Bagley v. Raymond Sch. Dep't, 728 A.2d 127, 137 (Me. 1999) cert. denied, 120 S Ct. 364
(1999).

27 See id. at 138.
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The First Amendment guarantees of due process, equal protec-
tion and the free exercise of religion, are applicable to the states under
the Fourteenth Amendment. A taxpayer-funded education is guaran-
teed to all citizens by the state constitutions, but the preexisting state
entitlement must be provided in a way that does not violate due pro-
cess, equal protection, and the guarantee of the free exercise of reli-
gion. However, it must also be provided without establishing a state
religion. Thus, even a conservative, non-activist Supreme Court must
act as an independent judiciary and secure those rights of all Ameri-
cans that are guaranteed in the constitution, especially in the case of
education.

For example, if a state-provided public school barred Jews and
Catholics from attending, would that be unconstitutional? Our sense
of justice and fairness screams immediately that it would be wrong,
but why does it violate the Constitution? Would anyone argue that
such abhorrent action is within the sovereign rights of states? Does
that not clearly violate equal protection and due process? Can the
state blatantly discriminate on the basis of religion without violating
the Constitution? If one applied a rational relationship test, could the
state rationally argue that Jews are a financially affluent group and the
state would save money by only providing an education for those
groups who need financial help to a greater degree? Or perhaps the
state would argue that Catholics are connected to a hierarchical,
monopolistic worldwide organization that runs schools of its own,
therefore, Catholic children can go to those schools and save the state
money? Is saving the state money a legitimate, fiscally neutral
rational reason for the state?

Of course, such barbaric nonsense by a court would be con-
demned as unconstitutional in a heartbeat by any court in the land,
and with ample justification. But that is exactly what state supreme
courts and the inaction of the Supreme Court have allowed the states
of Maine and Vermont to do.28 Maine and Vermont allow any high
school student in their state to get an education at state expense,
except for a Catholic, Jewish or even a Protestant religious educa-
tion.29 The purported justification is to avoid the establishment of
religion, rather than explicit invidious discrimination against religious

28 See, e.g., Bagley, 728 A.2d 127; Campbell v. Manchester Bd. Sch. Dirs., 641 A.2d 352 (Vt.
1994).

29 See, e.g., Bagley, 728 A.2d 127; Campbell, 641 A.2d 352.
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citizens. Yet, the effect is the same. Every citizen has access to a state
funded education, unless their religion requires them to receive an
education that combines secular academics with religious and moral
training.

The Maine and Vermont cases show the depth of hostility toward
religion. It does not cost the state any more to include religious
schools among the approved suppliers when the state is not one of the
suppliers. Some states, where the government provides the education
itself, can argue that it theoretically costs more money to pay students
to go to other schools than those it provides. That excuse has some
economic sense for expensive private schools, but most private
schools in America actually cost less than government schools spend
per child. Thus, the government currently saves money by forcing
parents to bear the burden of religious education themselves. But in
Maine and Vermont, the state provides vouchers to parents for their
children's education. There is absolutely no additional burden, finan-
cial or otherwise, if religious schools are included, as in the parental
school choice plan.

The hostility is more deeply held than a rational analysis would
reveal. We believe it is based on a subtle religious bigotry, which the
Supreme Court should eradicate from American government. Some
people do not want their tax money to support a religion with which
they disagree. There is validity to this logic and it is probably part of
the reason why the Establishment Clause was originally adopted and
is still supported today. No one should be compelled to financially
support a church they could not in conscience support. But the state
is not supporting churches or religions under the parental school
choice plan. Instead, the state is simply providing a neutral entitle-
ment to all citizens regardless of religion. The state should not decide
which institutions get government funding. That is a formula for
invidious discrimination. When states act in that manner, they are
engaged in the very evil that the Establishment Clause was trying to
avoid: the government decides what religion (secular humanism, athe-
ism, values-free, amoral) will be exercised. The Free Exercise Clause
was designed to establish a robust, healthy and free religion in
America by individual free choice, not government choice. These
state decisions allow the state to make the choice rather than individu-
als and this turns the Constitution on its head.

[Vol. 10:1
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If all government entitlement programs which benefit religion
and allow it to flourish in America are to be eliminated under the
Establishment Clause, the courts still have a lot of work to do. The
Supreme Court will have to repeal the GI Bill and overrule Americans
United for Separation of Church and State v. Blanton.30 Fire depart-
ments will have to stop responding to church fires. When black
churches are burned by racists, the states will have to say "tough luck,
we don't want to establish your religion." After all, saving buildings
certainly benefits churches financially. When gunmen invade Jewish
synagogues and day care centers, the police will have to politely
respond, "I'm sorry, we cannot respond to your call since that would
financially benefit your church and establish Judaism in America. The
Constitution forbids it. After all, you can pay for a private security
force yourself." Roads will have to stop running in front of syna-
gogues since that certainly benefits churches and synagogues. Even
more important, Americans who receive social security checks will
have to be instructed that they can no longer tithe or make offerings
to their churches. After all, these checks come directly from the gov-
ernment. Finally, welfare recipients will also have to be instructed
that they cannot make donations to any churches or buy kosher foods
at the deli since that obviously benefits religion resulting in the gov-
ernment establishing religion. Surely, this nightmare scenario is not
required by the Constitution.

Given that a contrary rule would lead to such absurd results, we
have consistently held that government programs that neutrally pro-
vide benefits to a broad class of citizens without reference to religion
are not readily subject to an Establishment Clause challenge because
sectarian institutions may also receive an attenuated financial benefit.
Nowhere have we stated this principle more clearly than in Mueller v.
Allen31 and Witters v. Washington Dep't of Servs. for Blind,3" two cases
dealing specifically with government programs offering general educa-
tional assistance.33

30 Americans United for Separation of Church and State v. Blanton, 433 F. Supp. 97 (M.D.
Tenn. 1977), affd, 4 U.S. 803 (1977) (holding that the Act making state funds available directly
to students attending public colleges and universities, public vocational or technological institu-
tions or non-public colleges or universities has a secular purpose, and does not entangle religion
and state because it does not have a primary effect on the advancement or inhibition of religion).

31 Mueller v. Allen, 463 U.S. 388 (1983).
32 Witters v. Washington Dep't of Svs. for Blind, 474 U.S. 481 (1986).
33 See also Zobrest v. Catalina Foothills Sch. Dist., 509 U.S. 1, 7-9 (1993).
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Even the Supreme Court has allowed indirect benefits to reli-
gious institutions under general welfare and entitlement programs
that are available to all on a neutral, non-religious basis. Beginning
with Mueller v. Allen,34 to Zobrest v. Catalina Hills School District,35

the Supreme Court has recognized:

The state program[s] at issue here provides aid to [handicapped] stu-
dents when their studies are likely to lead to employment. Aid does
not depend on whether the student wishes to attend a public univer-
sity or a private college, nor does it turn on whether the student seeks
training for a religious or a secular career. It follows that under Muel-
ler the State's program does not have the 'principle or primary effect'
of advancing religion.36

The conservative Supreme Court Justices can recognize the neu-
trality principle when it comes to a minor educational benefit for a
few handicapped students, but not when it is a general education ben-
efit for all religiously motivated students. They timidly endorse neu-
trality when it will not really affect many students, or not much
money, as in the case of student fees in Rosenberger v. Rector and
Visitor of the Univ. of Virginia,3 7 but balk when possibly large numbers
of students will affect the education establishment. However, the
principle of neutrality is the same under both circumstances. The
Constitution and justice demand equality of treatment before the law
for all students, regardless of religion and regardless of how many stu-
dents are affected. This was true in Brown v. Board of Education,38
and it is true with educational vouchers today. The question is
whether there will be religious equality in America between religious
and non-religious students.

Another problem for some of the conservative Justices is their
reluctance to engage in "judicial activism." They are willing to allow
voucher programs or tax credits that allow children to go to religious
schools, as seen in the denial of certiorari in the Wisconsin and Ari-

34 Mueller, 463 US 388 (neutral tax credit plan for public or private school expenses
allowed even though vast bulk of actual credits were for sectarian private schools).

35 Zobrest, 509 U.S. at 9 (allowing state paid interpreter at private religious school, even to
saying the Lord's prayer).

36 Witters, 474 U.S. at 490-91.
37 515 U.S. 819 (1993) (holding that a university cannot deny funds to a student organiza-

tion that publishes a newspaper with a Christian editorial viewpoint).
38 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
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zona programs; but the Justices are extremely reluctant to "force"
states to include religious schools as should have been required in the
Maine and Vermont cases. This is the proper conservative reluctance
to overturn popularly elected legislative enactments. They want to be
non-activist judges who merely interpret the Constitution, not impose
their own whims on the legislature.

This judicial approach is a noble Constitutional interpretation
when properly understood and applied, but instead, it has been sim-
plistically applied in the political process. The non-activist approach
results in misinterpretation of the Constitution. It is a damaging over-
reaction to the judicial activism of the Warren and Burger Courts,
which created new rights not actually found in the Constitution, such
as the right to abortion, a denial of the death penalty, a right to illegit-
imacy. These modern "rights" would not have merited a majority of
the population's support at the time of the ratification of the Constitu-
tion. Thus, to the conservative jurist, the judicial creation of these
rights represented judicial usurpation against the consent of the gov-
erned. They think it was judicial tyranny to impose these rights on the
people.

According to conservative Justices, those types of "new rights"
should have been added to the Constitution by proper amendment
and ratification through the legislature, not the Court making the
rights and the judiciary more secure. For example, if the right to
unrestricted abortion had been placed in the Constitution by amend-
ment, then it would be clearly protected and even Justices with a
respect for human life would be bound by it. There would not be a
huge battle over every Supreme Court nominee's views on abortion
since a single justice could not change an explicit and recent amend-
ment by judicial fiat. Now battles occur because a Justice can change
the Constitution and eliminate this judicially created right. This
would be less likely with a democratically created right by
amendment.

The problem is that a conservative reaction, which condemns all
"judicial activism," does not protect the people from judicial tyranny.
It also does not protect rights, which are expressly enumerated in the
Constitution. Instead, it leaves the activist judge eager to protect
"penumbras" of the Constitution, and the conservative judge reluctant
to vigorously protect enumerated rights, such as the right to own
property, the right not to have contracts impaired, and the prohibition
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against bills of attainder. The Constitution is ratcheted to the left by
activist judges eager to create new rights, while the existing rights
expressly enumerated are left to wither and die from non-use and
judicial timidity. An independent judiciary should be just as eager, to
protect the enumerated, democratically endorsed express protections
and constitutional rights, which limit government and guarantee free-
dom and liberty.

An independent judiciary, which actively protects expressly enu-
merated rights, is essential to the proper checks and balances designed
by the Framers. It is one of the great strengths of our American form
of government. One of the authors, Allan Parker, studied Human
Rights at the Renee Cassin International Institute of Human Rights in
Strasbourg, France in the summer of 1989, before the Berlin Wall
crashed and the Soviet Union collapsed. The theme that summer was
the essential nature of an independent judiciary in protecting human
rights. Country after country, participant after participant, told of
how democracy was undermined by the military, the legislatures, or
the executive dictatorship in countries where there was no history of
or respect for an independent judiciary. Parker also recently returned
from two weeks of lecturing and research in Moldova, a former Soviet
Socialist Republic that declared its independence in 1991. In
Moldova's first Constitution of 1993, it adopted the American model
of three branches of government. But now in times of financial crisis,
its President has proposed a new constitution in which an independent
judiciary is sacrificed for concentration of power in the hands of the
President. Whatever the actual intentions of the current officeholder,
such a concentration of power in the executive is to be condemned.
Such an emasculation of the judiciary is actually undemocratic,
whether done by the President or done by a reluctant judiciary
because people can only live under the rule of law if judges will
actively enforce the law.

The first enumerated right in the Bill of Rights expressly men-
tions the free exercise of religion and the ban on establishment of a
national religion.3 9 It was born out of fear that one religion would
actually be chosen as the preferred religion. Americans then and now
want the government to be neutral on issues of religion. It is our right
to decide if we believe in religion, which one, and how much.

39 U.S. CONST. amend. I.
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Why is free exercise so important that it is protected by the Con-
stitution? The free exercise of religion is an issue so dear to people's
lives that they will fight for it, and die for it if it is ignored and
repressed. Members of the Supreme Court should not ignore the pas-
sion people have for their faith. Because it is not a "luxury which we
cannot afford" today, 40 but a core value of all human activity. The
desire to worship one's creator cannot be beaten or tortured out of a
people. Hitler could not eliminate Judaism. The fall of Communism
and its failure to stamp out religious worship despite seventy years of
brutal repression shows how it is indelibly stamped on the human
spirit. No KGB agent brutally beating Christians, no amount of exile
to Siberia, no amount of state sanctioned murder of preachers was
able to stamp out Christianity or Judaism. Repressed people will
eventually rise up and defend themselves. Non-neutrality towards
religion is just as much to be condemned in America today.

An independent judiciary does not interfere improperly in the
democratic process when it enforces the express prohibitions in the
Constitution on the exercise of government power. Thus, allowing the
free exercise of religion protects the true intent of the original Foun-
ders, upholds the rule of law, and protects religious minorities as
intended by the constitutional framers. What purpose would exist to
have a constitutional right of free exercise if it were not to protect the
free exercise of all Americans equally? The laws must neutrally pro-
tect the religious and the non-religious.

Forbidding the exclusion of religious people from entitlement
programs forces the government to include them. But the purpose of
the Equal Protection Clause and the Free Exercise Clause is to force
the government to make sure that all persons are equally entitled to
and included in government benefits, regardless of their race or reli-
gion. Having an independent judiciary willing to enforce those guar-
antees is necessary to protect religious minorities such as Jews,
Catholics, Muslims and Amish.

The argument that true neutrality would allow the inclusion of
religious children in educational benefit programs, rather than require
their exclusion, is supported by the Supreme Court's 1982 decision in
Rendell-Baker v. Kohn.41 In that case, a private school for children

40 Employment Div., Dep't of Human Resources of Oregon v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 888
(1990).

41 Rendell-Baker v. Kohn, 457 U.S. 830 (1982).
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with emotional disturbances accepted students on a contract basis
from the state. The state paid all tuition and contracted directly with
the school. Here, a direct relationship between the state and the
school existed compared to parental choice voucher plans, where the
truly independent actions of third-party parents insulates the govern-
ment from religion. The Court rejected the argument that accepting
government funds for tuition turned the private school into a state
actor for constitutional purposes.42 The Court held that even if 100%
of the tuition came from government funding, the school was not a
government "actor" for constitutional purposes.43 In other words,
mere receipt of government funds does not turn the school into a state
actor for constitutional purposes.

Only the government is prohibited from establishing a religion,
not private individuals.' This is the essence of the state action con-
cept and the principle which justices must continue to honor with the
greatest vigor possible. Otherwise, not only voucher programs, but
also all private institutions in America will be threatened with the loss
of freedom and liberty. For example, if the Boy Scouts of America
are held to be a state actor simply because they accept government
funds or meet in public accommodations, obviously they would have
to stop having any religious exercises or swearing an oath to God.
This threat is real. The principle that merely accepting government
funding makes one a state actor destroys the distinction which the
Supreme Court so carefully upheld in the St. Patrick's Day parade
case which allowed the parade organizers to exclude homosexuals
with whom they disagreed.46 This is an incredibly important distinc-
tion in America, which is constantly being blurred and is in danger of
obliteration in America, yet it is the foundation of the right of associa-
tion, religion, assembly, economic rights, and other innumerable free-
doms and liberties.

The Rendoll-Baker case47 should also alleviate the fears of some
conservative voucher opponents that taking state money through
vouchers will lead to excessive regulation. The Supreme Court has

42 Id. at 840.
43 Id.
44 Id. at 837.
45 See generally Dale v. Boy Scouts of America, 734 A.2d 1196 (1999).
46 See generally Hurley v. Irish-American Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Group of Boston, 515

U.S. 557 (1995).
47 See 457 U.S. 830.
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already ruled that merely accepting government money does not
require one to follow constitutional guarantees of due process and
other limits on the power of government, which are clearly not as
appropriate as limitations on the power and freedom of an individual
entity or organization. We consciously choose as a society to put
greater restrictions on the power of government than we do on indi-
viduals because of the inherently coercive power of government. Stu-
dents in a monopolistic, compulsorily attained school system, run by
the government, need regulatory and judicial protection.

B. Because no compelling interest exists, the Establishment Clause
permits parents to select religious schools or secular private
schools under the voucher program

Inclusion of religious schools in any state's voucher program
would not compromise the state's secular purpose. The program
would remain "a general program not skewed toward religion."4 The
state's secular purpose of guaranteeing a secondary education to every
child would not be compromised by inclusion of religious schools on a
neutral basis. The states seek no specific subsidy for religious school
systems, nor do they seek impermissible financial incentives for par-
ents to send their children to religious, rather than secular schools.
They ask only that the program be "made available generally without
regard to the sectarian-nonsectarian, or public-nonpublic nature of the
institution benefited. ''49 Entitlement programs should be available
neutrally without regard to the religious or non-religious nature of the
citizen or beneficiary.

Any state's secular public interest in educating children is actually
disserved when otherwise eligible schools are excluded on religious
grounds. From a rational, secular and economic viewpoint, society
would benefit from the largest number of suppliers possible. This
increases innovation, reduces fraud and waste, enhances responsive-
ness to consumers, and increases school safety. The Constitution does
not require this discrimination against religious citizens. Many faith-
based schools provide educational services that, by objective stan-
dards, are competitive, if not excellent. For example, several of the
parents who were original plaintiffs in Bagley wanted to send their

48 Zobrest v. Catalina Hills School District, 509 U.S. 1, 9-10 (1993). See also Mueller v.
Allen, 463 US 388 (1983).

49 Witters v. Washington Dep't of Social Servs. for the Blind, 474 U.S. 481, 485 (1985).
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children to the Cheverus School, not because of its Catholic orienta-
tion, but because of the school's reputation for academic excellence.
It is hardly in the public interest to exclude high-performing schools
from participation. Since the tuitioning program at issue was limited
to rural areas where educational options are limited, exclusion of
faith-based schools may deny students their best and most affordable
education options.

Inclusion of faith based schools in parental choice programs
would not have the primary effect of advancing religion, since aid
would reach religious schools only as a result of the "private and
independent choices of aid recipients."50 The Supreme Court also
held that participation of religious schools in state educational pro-
grams would not advance religion if the aid reaches the religious
school "as a result of the genuinely independent and private choices of
the aid recipients," and "creates no financial incentive for students to
undertake sectarian education."51 Like the vocational grants at issue
in Witters, the beneficiaries of Maine's program in Bagley are the stu-
dents, not the school. The grants provide direct support for the educa-
tion of children, not for the support of schools.

Allowing parents to choose faith based schools would allow those
schools to receive only funds that the state allots for the education of
the students attending them under the auspices of the program. Just
as inclusion would create no financial incentive for parents to choose
sectarian schools over secular ones, it would not create a government
subsidy for the overall mission of the schools. A "direct financial sub-
sidy" would flow to religious schools if the program included them as
direct beneficiaries. In cases where the Court has found aid to reli-
gious schools to be barred by the Establishment Clause, that aid was
in the form of direct grants or subsidies given solely to religious
schools.52 The rationale for Ball was severely criticized, if not over-
ruled in Agostini v. Felton.53

In contrast, Maine essentially pays all schools chosen by parents
to educate students whose own school districts do not operate secon-

50 Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971).
51 Witters, 474 U.S. at 488 (The Establishment Clause permits recipient to use state grant at

a seminary). See also Zobrest v. Catalina Hills School District, 509 U.S. 1, 9 (1993) (Establish-
ment Clause permits state to provide sign language interpreter for parochial school student).

52 School Dist. of Grand Rapids v. Ball, 473 U.S. 373 (1985); Meek v. Pittinger, 421 U.S.
439, (1975); Committee for Pub. Educ. and Religious Freedom v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756 (1973).

53 521 U.S. 203 (1997).
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dary schools. Any state that includes religious schools on a neutral
footing, would merely be contracting with parents to provide a social
service, as states are encouraged to do in other areas, such as child
care under Section 104 of the Personal Responsibility and Work
Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996.54 At this writing, there has
not been a single Establishment Clause challenge to the provision of
social services under the Act. The direct subsidies rejected in Nyquist,
Meek, and Ball could be viewed as direct gifts, and therefore consti-
tuted direct aid to schools. Vouchers are a purchase, an entitlement of
the individual citizen, not a religious school, and the parents, not the
state, select the vendor for that purchase.

The evils that the Establishment Clause seeks to prevent-com-
petition among sects and compulsion of belief-are not at issue
because parental educational entitlement programs benefit children,
rather than schools. The sects need not compete, because every citizen
gets funded equally regardless of religious beliefs. Nor is anyone com-
pelled to go to a school promoting a religion or values they oppose.
The freedom to choose removes compulsion.

The element of parental choice should prevent neutral inclusion
of religious schools from being defined as governmental advancement
of religious mission. For example, in Zobrest,55 the Court held that
since the parents of a deaf student initiated his placement in a sectar-
ian school, the presence of the student's state-funded interpreter
could not be attributed to state decision making.56 In Maine's tuition
program, parents also dictate school selection. However, unlike
Zobrest, there is no government employee present who might be seen
as "a graphic symbol of the 'concert or union or dependency' of
church and state."57 Maine allowed parental selection of faith-based
schools in its tuitioning program for 200 years prior to the 1981 exclu-
sion. During that time no court, federal or state, ever held that paren-
tal religious participation was unconstitutional.

The Court has long held that the Establishment Clause does not
contain "a requirement that the government show a callous indiffer-
ence to religious groups. That would be preferring those who believe

54 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, 42 U.S.C.
§ 604a.

55 Zobrest v. Catalina Foothills Sch. Dist., 509 U.S. 1 (1993).
56 Id. at 10.
57 School Dist. of Grand Rapids v. Ball, 473 U.S. 372, 391 (1985), overruled by Agostini v.

Felton, 521 U.S. 203 (1997).
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in no religion over those who do believe. '58 A blanket exclusion of
religious schools manifests governmental disfavor, if not hostility, to
religion, and therefore aggravates, rather than minimizes, the poten-
tial for social division along religious lines. A perception by people of
faith that their worldview is being quarantined or treated as suspect
will further undermine support for publicly financed education. The
inclusion of religious schools on a neutral basis would place a tuition
program on a constitutionally safe ground, neither impermissibly
advancing religion nor impermissibly treating it with the "callous
indifference" denounced in Zorach.59 Inclusion of religious schools
would not lead to excessive entanglement between government and
the church. In fact, the Supreme Court recognizes that "[j]udicial
caveats against entanglement must recognize that the line of separa-
tion, far from being a 'wall,' is a blurred, indistinct, and variable bar-
rier depending on all the circumstances of a particular relationship. 60

Earlier school cases in which the Court grappled with questions
of excessive entanglement between government and religious schools
involved radically different circumstances than those present in paren-
tal educational entitlement programs. For example, claims of exces-
sive entanglement involved either direct government subsidies to the
schools6 or the direct provision of educational services by govern-
ment employees.62 The questioned entanglement resulted either from
measures to ensure that government employees did not participate in
religious instruction 63 or from measures to ensure that direct subsidies
given to religious schools without consideration were not used for reli-
gious indoctrination.' The "pervasive monitoring" argument was
under-minded by Zobrest.65

58 Zorach v. Clauson, 343 U.S. 306, 314 (1952).
59 See id.
60 Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 614 (1971) (holding unconstitutional state statutes

that subsidize teacher salaries, textbooks, and instructional materials for secular subjects in reli-
gious schools).

61 See e.g., id.
62 See e.g., School Dist. of Grand Rapids v. Ball, 473 U.S. 402 (1985) (holding unconstitu-

tional a city program that paid public school teachers and other professionals to provide reme-
dial instruction and clinical guidance services to parochial schools), overruled by Agostini v.
Felton, 521 U.S. 203 (1997).

63 See e.g., id.
64 See e.g., Meek v. Pettinger, 421 U.S. 349 (1975) (holding unconstitutional instructional

materials and equipment loan programs benefiting parochial schools); Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403
U.S. 602 (1971).

65 See Agostini, 521 U.S. at 206.
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Since inclusion of religious schools in any state's voucher pro-
gram would allow the state to take a hands-off approach, without the
presence of government employees and without direct school subsi-
dies, the monitoring which fostered entanglement in these situations
would not be necessary. School district involvement with participat-
ing schools is largely limited to writing a check for the allotted amount
to the school selected by the parents. Presumably, a state could evalu-
ate schools that seek to participate in the program to discern whether
they meet educational standards. However, there is no reason to
believe that such evaluations would involve greater entanglement
than the inquiries that schools currently undergo to maintain
accreditation.

What should be the government's position on religious issues?
What beliefs should the government require by law and what should
the government allow freedom to believe? This is at the heart of the
tension in the First Amendment religion clauses. The government
does not want to coerce religious belief; consequently, the Establish-
ment Clause prevents government from favoring any religion. Some
would simply stop reading the Constitution at this point and argue
that the Establishment Clause is the definitive provision. However,
the Constitution also permits the free exercise of religion.66 We are
not to be free from all religious influences, only from the establish-
ment of religion by the government. The whole Constitution is
designed to allow for full flourishing and robust development of reli-
gion by individual decision, desire and action. The Free Exercise
Clause is as vigorous, important and alive as the Establishment
Clause. Neutrality is the position that the Constitution adopts. The
Constitution does not create competition among religious sects for
political power and government benefits, but equality before the law.
There is no favored position for a particular belief, but a level playing
field for all beliefs.

C. "Educative Speech" And Limited Public Forums: Exclusion Of
Religious Schools From Voucher Programs Is
Impermissible Viewpoint Discrimination
Education inherently involves speech. As a result, the Free

Speech Clause is deeply implicated in educational issues.67 The

66 U.S. CONST. amend. I.
67 Id.
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Supreme Court has acknowledged this in a variety of cases, ranging
from Barnette v. West Virginia,68 to Rosenberger v. Rectors and Visitors
of the Univ. of Virginia.69 The concept of education as a form of
parental speech, best articulated by Stephen Gilles,7" sheds light on
the viewpoint that discrimination is inherent in the exclusion of sectar-
ian schools from voucher funding. Gilles contends that the familiar
First Amendment cases pertaining to public education - for example,
the cases which established the right of students to express themselves
by wearing black armbands or by founding bible clubs - "while far
from unimportant, involve the periphery of our educational practices
rather than their core."71

The constitutional worm which Gilles argues is at the core of the
educational apple is what he terms "selective funding" - the concept
that the government pays only for educational speech favored by the
electoral majority.72 Parents who oppose the viewpoints and values of
the electoral majority as expressed in the public schools must either
expose their children to such speech, pay thousands of dollars annu-
ally for private education, or expend considerable time and effort to
teach their children at home. Gilles maintains that this difficult menu
of choices constitutes a "potential, though indirect, governmental
pressure on dissenting parents to conform their educative speech to
the majority's preferred values," and should be presumed
unconstitutional. 73

One need not embrace Gilles' conceptual critique of public edu-
cation to see that education is speech and that speech usually comes
with a viewpoint. It is almost impossible for formal education to be
truly neutral in regards to social, cultural, or theological questions. A
school may be able to offer a neutral class in trigonometry, but social
studies, the humanities, sex education, and academic and psychologi-
cal counseling are inescapably value-laden. A curriculum, which seeks

68 West Virginia State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624 (1943) (affirming an injunc-
tion to refrain enforcement of a regulation requiring children in public schools to salute the flag).

69 Rosenberger v. Rectors and Visitors of the Univ. of Virginia, 515 U.S. 819 (1995) (hold-
ing constitutional a provision for funding of a student newspaper that publishes a Christian edi-
torial viewpoint because the program was neutral toward religion and a denial of funds
amounted to viewpoint discrimination).

70 See Stephen G. Gilles, On Educating Children: A Parentalist Manifest, 63 U. CHI. L. REv.
937 (1996).

71 Id. at 1014.
72 Id. at 989.
73 Id. at 1025.
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to minimize ethnic discord by encouraging students to celebrate diver-
sity, will be ideologically disagreeable to parents who believe that edu-
cation should teach children to embrace a common American culture.
A curriculum, which seeks to avoid ethnic tension by promoting unity
within such a common culture, will be ideologically disagreeable to
multiculturalists who assert that no such common culture exists. How-
ever, a curriculum that seeks to protect religious diversity by exclud-
ing all religious viewpoints will be ideologically disagreeable to the
large percentage of parents who believe that the existence of God is
the baseline of reality.

The social and political minefield surrounding religion in the pub-
lic schools highlights the elusiveness of viewpoint neutrality in educa-
tional speech. America's public schools strive for neutrality on
religious issues, but all too often, they do so by excluding discussion of
religion entirely, creating an educational culture, which is rigidly secu-
lar. The irony is that the presupposition that religious matters are not
related to any topic worthy of discussion in school is itself a theologi-
cal position, and a profoundly controversial one.

The Supreme Court recently held that a university's decision to
fund student publications had created a limited public forum, albeit
"more in a metaphysical than in a spatial or geographic sense."74

Likewise, a government funded voucher program, which welcomes
the participation of private schools, thereby creates a limited public
forum for non-governmental educational speech. As in Rosenberger,
the forum lacks the familiar geographic boundaries of a bulletin board
or a civic center auditorium, but part of the rule of Rosenberger is that
geographic or spatial boundaries are not necessary. 7 Rosenberger
restated the Court's longstanding distinction between content discrim-
ination and viewpoint discrimination in limited public forums:

in determining whether ... the exclusion of a class of speech is legiti-
mate, we have observed a distinction between, on the one hand, con-
tent discrimination, which may be permissible if it preserves the
purposes of that limited forum, and on the other hand, viewpoint dis-
crimination, which is presumed impermissible when directed against
speech otherwise within the forum's limitations.76

74 Rosenberger, 515 U.S. at 829.
75 Id. at 830.
76 Id. at 829-830.
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Of course, Rosenberger also reiterates that "[w]hen the govern-
ment distributes public funds to promote a particular policy of its own
it is entitled to say what it wishes."77 This reassertion of the govern-
ment-as-speaker exception to the rule against viewpoint discrimina-
tion may carry substantial weight in the conventional public school
setting. However, a voucher program, as commonly designed, is a dif-
ferent creature. Indeed, if policy makers did not believe private
schools to be different than the government alternative, they would
not be experimenting with vouchers in the first place.

Let us assume that the conventional public school setting pro-
vides educational content - substantive skills and information -
from the cultural and ideological viewpoint of the electoral majority in
the school district, and that the government-as-speaker rule insulates
this from First Amendment challenge. Most voucher programs allow
participation by any school that is willing to accept students without
discrimination. In contrast to the homogeneity of the public schools,
the parent who is issued a voucher now has access to a mosaic of edu-
cational options, especially in an urban area. Some may favor
Montessori permissiveness; some may be authoritarian. Some may be
Afrocentric, bilingual or multicultural; others may seek to replicate an
Anglophile prep school. Some may be founded on a military school
model. Some may teach academic content in a context of Christian,
Jewish, or Islamic spirituality. All these schools are presumably pro-
viding roughly the same educational content - the substantive skills
and information, which the school must offer its students to remain
accredited. However, each school through a different cultural, reli-
gious or pedagogical viewpoint filters that education content.

The Rust v. Sullivan"8 argument has little bearing here because
the government has chosen to deliver through a variety of messengers
with the knowledge that they will present that message from a variety
of viewpoints. Thus, the state has chosen to create a limited public
forum for non-governmental speech. The First Amendment allows
the government to regulate the content of that educational speech to
preserve the educational purposes of the forum, but forbids it to dis-
criminate regarding the viewpoint of that speech.

An obviously permissible content restriction is to demand that all
schools which participate meet objective academic standards. "[States

77 Id. at 833 (citing Rust v. Sullivan, 500 U.S. 173, 194 (1991)).
78 Rust, 500 U.S. 173.
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may] reasonably regulate all schools .. .[and mandate] that certain
studies plainly essential to good citizenship must be taught, and that
nothing be taught which is manifestly inimical to the public welfare."7 9

Permitting school districts to limit participation to accredited schools
is a reasonable and constitutional measure to preserve the purpose of
the educational forum.

What the government cannot do under the First Amendment is to
exclude an otherwise eligible school because of the viewpoint of its
educational speech. Having ascertained that a given private school
competently conveys knowledge about academic subjects, the state
cannot exclude that school simply because it presents those subjects
from a theocentric viewpoint disfavored by the state.

Exclusion of faith-based schools from voucher programs is unde-
niably based on the viewpoint of their curriculums, rather than their
content. The opponents of vouchers for sectarian schools do not gen-
erally question their academic competence. Indeed, many parents in
voucher programs choose religious schools not out of piety but
because they offer the best academic options available. Few contend
that religious schools omit "studies plainly essential to good citizen-
ship" or that they teach subjects "manifestly inimical to the public
welfare."8 Rather, they seek to exclude them because they are "sec-
tarian," which simply means that they teach academic content from a
theocentric viewpoint. Hopefully, the Supreme Court will eventually
resolve this issue by deciding that exclusion on this basis is facially
impermissible.

IV. CONCLUSION
When the religion of public schools was Christianity, it was not

neutral. However, it did have the advantage of at least reflecting the
majority view, thus justifying majority support. Since 1962, the secular
humanitarianism has become the religion of public schools, and it is
not neutral.

The free exercise of religion is not establishment of religion. The
very purpose and effect of the First Amendment clause is to advance
and establish religion. A state is not establishing a religion if it allows
its citizens to exercise their own religious beliefs, even in an activity
that it subsidizes, as long as there is no compulsion. That is why the

79 Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 534. (Emphasis added).
80 Pierce, 268 U.S. at 534.
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fire department can put out fires at churches, and the police depart-
ment can respond to burglaries at temples. It clearly benefits the reli-
gious organization to have police and fire protection, but everyone
gets the benefit. The state is not subsidizing or establishing a church;
it is simply providing a benefit to all citizens regardless of their reli-
gion. That is the heart of a just and civil society that will allow free-
dom for each individual.

A publicly funded K-12 education is a government benefit
already provided to the people in every state in the United States. To
use the words of our GI Bill analogy, it is already "government
issued." This government issued right should be made available to all,
regardless of religion. The government should provide those benefits
neutrally and not favor one intellectual or religious viewpoint over
another. Government must fund all education and educational speech
equally and neutrally and let individuals decide what type of educa-
tion they desire for their children. This not only comports with First
Amendment religious neutrality, but the fundamental right of parents
to direct the upbringing and education of their children.
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